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ABSTRACT

A quantitative treatment of the non-olimic current response duf

to delocalization of shallou loca.lized electrons in a nodel of a dis-

ordered solid is given. A phonon-aaslsted tunneling in electric field

from shallow localised to extended states is confi.nned as a mechanism

leading to ti.o rje(jetidet-.ci= which was experimentally fnund for chaleogeriide

glasses.
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1. Introduction

Recently, various cases of non-linear d.o. current re-

sponse in (Unordered solids attracted a considerable Interest

Uott and Devis (1979), Austin (1976)).

While the mechanism of phonon-asslsted tunneling (hop-

ping) for low temperatures and high electric fielda In solids

with low electron mobility vas studied very intensively, the

mechanism of hopping near the mobility edge proposed by Matt

(1971) which extends up to relatively low electric f ields,

stm needs detailed theoretical investigation. Experimental

resultg by Marshall et al (1273) and by Kasakova et al (1975)

lead to t ie field dependence of the current density of the

form

CD

(2)

where

a(T) • a (1 - — |
0 ^o '

a

for/wide range of chalcogenide glasses. Here a l l the field

dependence i s associated with mobility. The dependence (1)

was observed for not too high electric fielda - by order

smaller or comparable with the mean internal electrlo f ield

due to disorder (~1Q5Vcm ) . She analysis of the tempera-

ture dependence of a(T) by Kazaitova et al (1975) baaed a l s o on the

results of Marshall et al gives ^£0.05 eV and seems to be a

universal value for various chaleogenlda glaaaea.

In this paper a quantitative treatment of the non-ohmic

currant density due to phonon*««8lsted tunneling from shallow

localised to delocallsed states i s given. We use a model of

electron In a continuous Gaussian random potential (Majerai-

1980) which has been used also for a treatment of



electroabsorptioa with application to ciialeos&nide glasses

(liaj exaxiova at al 1982;.

In Sect, X wt transform the s ta t i s t i ca l foimul

of the model to a Haiailtanian one of an electron iii a con-

fined local non-ayarcetric double potential well with roadoc:

Gaussian distributed parameters* This aodel i s the sinplest

one which makes possible iiGn-perturbatlve treatment of the

field induced deloc&iIz&tian of electrons from localised

states* Jar calculation of the partition function ?;e deve-

loped a non-perturbativa inatanton-bouccea mathod as on ex-

tension of the usual instanton method (Coleaaa 1977)* This

method i s suitable for cases with the syazetry breaking

eleotrio f ie ld .

Sect. 3 i s devoted to f oi-Enilation of a local prob-

lem of el< ctran-phonan interaction for our case of fcon-

harmonlc electron potential . In Sect. 4 th« problea of cal-

culation of tiie electron current density ±B formulated and

solved as a local phonon-asaistcd tarineling from locallasd

states to the mobility edge in external electr ic f ie ld . Ihe

cr i t ica l conditions for tranfiition from hopping regime to

the free conductivity are found.

2. Method of instant an bounces far calcxLatioc of parti t ion

function

The s ta t i s t i ca l formulation of the problem of an elec-

tron in a Gaussian random potential ¥(f) , V(r"/ •

J fl *) "0 , < m (- ^ 2

can be transferred to a Ramiltonian one by a suitable trans-

formation of the averaged density matrix (Majeraikova I960) .

Let us su'^arize 'here i t s roain f e a t u r e .

The averaged density raatrix i s

P(-r,f',(h) = \2)r(i)upj- JVJ J^frcs^frsi^ (4 )

where the Haoiltonian

contains a memory term. (Here and in what follaws we use the

system of units where " » • ! ) •

By the use of (3) a^d the identity

Iff - "
we get a *aore uaeful expression for (4) which does not con-

tain any memory terma, namely.
T

P(rfr\fl) ^^ j£
r

where

and
i J-

(8 )

*• t

( 9 )

means the Gaussian averaging over the set of internal random

electr ic fields | q | acting on the electron witMn th« corr«-

la t iaa length 1 . The memory included in the Haoiltonlan (5)
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ie new transferred Into the averaging C9) of the formula (8) .

Whan weittincats the series in. 16) up to the fourth

order me get a local double potential well (barrier) (accord-

ing to the choose of the coefficients), neusymnetrio due to

the presence of the firat and third order terms la. x. Cue of

these terms can aivays L<- eliminated by a suitable linear

transformation, so that ne can neglect the third order terra*

In the Imaginary time representation a • i f , a e^O^y*

the local dynamio equation reads

(10)

= fl,

The local non-symmetry la (10) stems from the internal

loeally homogenous electric field q.,. An external eleetrio

field ? can be simply added

for

Further we shall aocount^only one non-trivial case

Let us note that the taost provable otatea of an electron

in a double potential « 1 1 T(r) in the real time representa-

tion are the states near the bottom • of the wella, i.e. in

an inverted potential (in the imaginary time representation)

the states near the tops of the barriers* For completeness

we emphasize that the double wells are confined to a finite

range nithin the correlation length L, I^Nl-CI.

Setting up r a i",, + r, (r;/ and rxbeina the oomponente

-5-

parallel and perpendicular to (J, respectively, equation (10)

gives

' 2 + urf) vh
r^ • (-a2 + ^

The coupling of both components ru and TX makes

the system (11) oomplloated. However, we shall consider on-

ly the solutions woieh are relevant for s > 0. In the course

of "time" s the component rw will grow up more rapidly due

to the electric field Q than the component ij_. Then the

sign of the coefficient (-«2+ur^} In (11) beoooes positive,

i.e. the same as that of urj. The most probable value for

x± is then the stationary solution r L - o*

For S >> 0 , we then have

' , - « " a 2 r« • *?t, • 112)
For Q - 0, the classical time dependent solution to

eo.. (12)

describes the tunneling between the equivalent sinlma of the

potential V (r), *

the electric field Q " evidently breaks tae syometry of the

double potential well (barrier)•

For small u, Q ^ 0, the stationary solution of eq. (12) is

h (14)

vaere y i s a unit vector in the direction od ^.

The full solution for the nyc^etric case as i s well-

known represents a sequence of transitions randomly distri-

buted in time, between th« ms-xiaa of -V(r) at equal (zero)

energy, aaplitudes of which ore {Coleman 1977)



or

where

and

(15)

- (ff
to ~ - f(o)

TJ
(2,/l/(r)f)Z.

Ico t Jjf

In the real time representation the inatanton (antiinstan-

ton) represents tunneling (resonant transition) between

the minima of the potential V(r). Sue to the degeneracy

of the ground state the amplitudes (15) include contribu-

tions of many independent kinks (antikinks). The resonant

transition removes the degeneracy in the energy according

to the formula*

tp i'So) (16)

resulting from . eqs. (15).

These nanperturbative instanton methods can be exten-

ded to the non-symmetric case (12). If the electric field

Q breaks the symmetry of the potential V(r), then the

classical trajectory of the particle at the unstable point

fa " *~r) bounces off the classical turning point
1u 2a*

I and returns to the point rJ (Tig. 1).

The classical trajectory or the itstanton bounce can

be expressed as

r« = r0 th I -J U( - A )), (17)

PQ *

- 7 -

where

* . (18)

so that the expression (17) solvea the eq. (12) for a ~p a .

The solution to eq. (12) for assail a-&3 i s neoessavily non-

syametrlc about sQ,

r = r* th p. (s - B ) + -^- ah -^ (e - a ) (19)

(Fig. 2) .

However, from the beginning; ,-;,. model i s constructed

for large af a » aQ.

Roughly speaking, we aesume that the time far transi-

tion i s negligibly small whan compared to the time of

dwelling of the electron at the point r + .

The classical action SQf related to the trajectory

(17) in cme-inatacton-bounce approximation reads

fa
(20)

Here BQ is approxljnately the time when the par Hole reaohe*
the classical turning point.' h.S (i > a the
action S0(r+) becomes

(21)

Here the first term corresponds to the transition, at non-

zero (.-Mr Q) energy at the point T+.

(Apparently, this term ia finite at finite temperatures).

-8-



The ten* *1 £
3 AS

evidently breaks tiie usual contri-
button of the tura:eling ir. the symmetric potential. Ths

laat term, -2r2 p represents the contribution of ihe

transition from the point r* with the potential energy

-Qa and with the lifetime of the "iastanton" Z to
aa .

t .e point (j and back to r c , i . e .

to

(22)

By analogy with tha complete Inotanton solution in the

ayanetrio cast we can construct rmny inst<antaa-^our.c« so-

lution as a sequence of non-interacting (well separated)

la&tanton bounces 1̂  randomly distributed •ttJjn«»B B^t

i » 1,^, . . . (F ig . 3) without a rcatrictian on a.

Fw further considerations 1 t us look for the quan-

tum corrections of the cloauical solutions V. setting as

usually r « r e * j^Cl^^. 2hen, for v^ «« get a linear

equation

given liy (17).

Within the sane approximation as that for rfl to

b« the solution to

•q« (23) beconee

^)» i«e. for a - «

Shis

where

Se&i HI (l-ty

can'be transformed 'normalized" form

Hi
and aJis given by Hb)

Equation (25) is a special case of the exactly solv-

able equation with modified Paeschl - Teller potential

(Jackiw 1977)

dJs
d?'

(26)

- sQ).for L « 3 » z

Equation (24 has three discrete eigenetataa for L-3

L2-n2 • 8, 5, 0 for n - 1, 2, 3 , respectively. Ths respec-

tive eigenvalues are

X, =
(27)

Besides» there exists a continuous spectrun

The eigenvalue /-~ corresponds to the translatianally in-
variant state at the top of the hi l l at ^ with the ener-
gy l/(rc) = ~ ^>> anfi w l t n *ne eigenfunction

a

(29)

and the initial conditions

as
(30)

Evidently, the decrease of the excitation energies

of the classical solution by the electric field Q (27)



means a delocalisation of the localised stales 01 the ' 'di-

rect" potential ! / ( ? ) . Besides, there exists a ^r.p /30 (28)

far the transit I an to continuous ET-L ctr.r. aleo loy-sred. by

the f ie ld, i'rom eq. U4) toe ia-jerp.otatj.on of jQ ie

obvious: /Jo i s the frequency ol .^e^-iptotic oncillsoiAIL-

(t -? ± oo j of an electron i.n the :ae.tastaale well of the

direct potential V{r) » The poes.i.bility of 13001,.! i-Utca in

the acta/sto^le inliiinum stabil ises ',hess state.--;. La^cd, the

possibility of tunneling and iiiie Glcatrie field ,4
the ground stats unstable for <? <T 0, i . s T fsr

' ^ I J C J

° 0, tiie exoond state beccaea

at ft > ̂ -~- = -̂  ^ • [3Ge e q i U ) ) .

ishieh holdo for eaen nan-zero i,,

Ilere even ic.̂ .3y.TiT.etric case, w °

unstable due to the tucnel

In Eaot* 4 «e shun find tliic energy ac-ain dsterminiag

a transition from isappiti^ to free conduotloc-.

The eeddle point dt'thocl gives the action 3 as

,2. 4
ak

al
where So i s given by equation ( , I ,

(3D

ar.d :, arc normalieatior.
constants ii by

-.vith the iorr,;uli,e

1. [det
JfJ (32)

for evaluation of Ca-issiaa f-u.ctional integrals

1377) ij--Vê  tUfe -ja

-0

caiistracfced ae a Eu-'aiation of contr ibut ions of the 3aquer.ee

of independent instr^:t-.>n bounces . itiioat a r e s t r i c t i o n on n .

Here

1 . . 1 I l ~ 1 1. ._°— I ^ 1 J*+ / _ / ; 1 l / 7 r ' \ l "" ( 3 4 )

(35)

AE /i- La negative the integration over a^ has beea

performed ..'el'iiiins or. analytical continuation of the field.

a-, onto the complex plane and then branching the integra-

tion path along the imaginary axis. Consequently, the pa r t i -

tion function gets an iiaaginery part. From the known rela-

titnship S:-twe-en the aensity of localised states and the

imaginiirj part of the partition function the significance

of tht ntnative energy A'. ie obvious.

iiiaiilar cansiderationL- fo; the cfist of a Gaussian ran-
is

dum potential with a white noiss currelation

possible to determine asymptotic behaviour of the raopeotlv«

density of atatee (danger 1967, Cbrdy 1578, Wallace 1976),

However, o.*x case with the exponential correlation function

(3) is much ~iore camplioated inninly because the averaging

(9) of the partition function v.3J -1- t" ;iP!Tr.™cd,

m



Ihe integration over q1 can be done explicitely and is gi-

where

Here apparently P^O, so th-.t the asymptotic expan-

sions for the function of parabolic cylinder Dy can b« set

into equation (36). For n = 1, •r.e

(Xhe a»in contribution to the density of states comes

from the one-instanton-bounce contribution).

Ihe integration over a, u can be performed approximately by

the saddle point method. The main contribution comes from

the effective value of r*(Oj which ia given by

(38)

trie field, Z '

Finally we get the lowering of the energy by the elec-

E - gal c, c^O,7.

This shift determines the respective increase of the densi-

ty of localised states due to the electric f ield.

3* Ueetxcn-phoaoa lnteraotlo»

In the local electron iiarailtcKiiaQ (a) there are Inclu-

ded the terms up to the fourth order In x, I .e . also the

electron sslflEteraction due to the random potential* Deviat-

ing from this fact, We have sl:,:, u, -̂ irlade a quadratitj term

In electron phonon interaction. Here, this tern represents

the interaction of electron selfcor^clated state* with the

local lattice vibrations. The parameters of the interaction

are supposed to be constant within the electron correlation

length L. The local electron-phonon Hemlltonian i s then

The form of electron-phonon interaction as supposed in (39)

i s suitable for cases with 1cm electron mobillty(Zwanzig(1980)),

Generally, OJj and f} are dependent on the random coeffi-

cients Q «{QO , Q1# a, aj-f i€0L*

Let us define
„ y flt)-M Zftfjl^t). (40)

Then the dynamic equation for r in real time reads

p « - Qt •*• (aj;- 2P)r - u p + f(t,r). (41)

The terms2P, f(t,r) represent an additional localisation

and a tine dependent electric field*

As we shall see in the next section, this tent is responsible

for local phonon assistance in the electron transitions*

Classical equations for phouans are linear

"" ° (42)

-13-
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The solution to equation (42) reads

f
where

and

y-

(44)

7 =
In equations (44) the symbol <" ) ° means the averaee over

the Initial conditions. In what follows, we shall need only

the averaged value of dAttr)t

Co, • J
t)

(45)

More general considerations with aon-quadratic electron Ha-

mlltonians and with electron-phonon interaction in Markovian

approxiaatlon are presented by Zwanzig (1980).

4* Current density

Ie shall use the representation of the current density
derived *

l*y Barta (1380) for the case of quadratic local electron

hamiltonian. It can be shown that it holds for the Hamilto-

nian (39) as well, namely

I- /h(H.-£r}) /epT/D>}je} t ( 4 6 )

where

T « exp \ H t - t o ) j

and J i s given by equation (39) with p • -i

-15 -

(47)

<K0 Is eiven by

<n0 ~ ~ 'o. v " ° T W ? >SJ L (48)

acd detexmlnes the oquill'jriaa atate of electron and p lion on

oyBtem at the tenporature 1 established tU.-. ; î h the dcrainant

clcctron-piiccoc interaction t«rr», fr"» As we shall see below

the number or paanoc .nodes iatc-ractijo^; wit.1! eltotrotts tlirough

the linear term is negligibly small wmn compared to the num-

ber of phonon iodeo contained in the phonac: bath* Tat elcatrie

field ? one the linear eleotran-phoncn interaction are sup-

posed to be u-.nitched on adiabatioall? at thm time *0-?-°°»

l:or the operator >- • ( ! &p ij th; fo-.lowing equation

can i>e

(49)

we get

(50)

where eqti&tion (45) «as used.

I or local current dci-slty (vithcut (

J OJJ

ie use, ^t before, the separation o.f classical acd

tara parts r « r + r • Then, taking ror^clasaical solu-

tion the stationary valao for t-*«> r • t ^ ' '

we s



.2. a hnyf)
If Q, ~ <<v~ J^jipyli. ' u , then -the a on-linear terns

on the right-hand 3id« can be neglected* Th€ solatior. of

the linearised equation IB simple,

(52)

where
rc(0) . ±

According to (52) In each local potential well there

exists only one resonant phonon mode. Hence, th<= phonon-

aeslated transit ion from the localised state with the ener-

gy E^ = ,Q, to the threshold state with the energy £ f * 0

does not dlotuxb the equilibrium of electrons with the pho-

non bath at the temperature T. The th^sMa frequency (I* 0

detenalnea tranoltion from hopping ($• > 0) to free con-

duction (J12< 0) in equation (51).

Further^- e have to integrate over the distribution of

phonoo. frequeneiea in equation (51). - ^or real part we have

i ..<?*fL 4 i^uo) - ^ rjo)irL

3 F) (D3) defined by (9) oan be performedIhe average of i

in two steps:

(1) The integration over q1 oat; bo perforated expllcitely.

(2) Tor the remaining integrations we caa a;-.in usS an apro-

3djnate saddle point method giving the contribution of

the aioat rela:vant roiidom f ie lds .

the fixst step,, ^e get the electr ic field depended;*

-17-

of the real part 01 the

a f orci

er.--ity p ,1)}" in.

where

(54)

(55)

Tho averaging procedure i., is algebraically a very

difficult tas'.:. uowever, a aiiailarity between the result

\) and the empirical xesjlt (1,, u") is evident. »« ccai

the approxinate valus

as.. /^'"e-K,
fiDtinate the e*poneit ir. (:,<;)

(30) f or <A- y~ L flip-ena L̂ -

xa yielt!.;- 1'or^1 ~ -shicii can be

identified wita y?a ;'*-ca e^uatian i-1;, the value

jffn
This rcu^ii c

Thio ia by order ir. acres ;tcat viit.i iiie empirical result of

Crux ;:.!•• ;rgicb. U the proble-..̂ . tjrated in this paper is

based 01. ti-t: t.^.si onaticin of the original s ta t is t ica l

fvi-^ulatla'.. vjitiv difficult oicmoiy terms to the local quar.-

tun-raEChiiicuI ones ; O , v :;) ..iiici: axe, at leac-t ii: prin-

cir;al, esuctly aolvable. ..wevcr, i::e ion-linearity of the

local pr.--c.;ii3 led at to WOIVL out tiic- nan-pertur'catlv«

approach for t!?c calculation of the re -



apeotive partition function, Ihis approach U by i ts natur«

a physically justified approilmatiati : a saddle point method

for calculation of functional integrals. The electrio field

ie included aon-perturbatrvely so that the non-ohmlo beha-

viour occurs also for low fields.

Ihe intermediate foimJ.a (52) for the current density

contain* two contributions for its real part s phonon assis-

ted (absorption and emission of a quantum Ŵ ) transitions

between the localised atate with the energy Ê  • £ and the
threshold

/extended state with the energy hf - 0. After the averaging

(9) of th« formula (53) two competing teima appear la the

exponential of (54) i for sufficiently low temperatures de-

fined the condition (55) the factor in the exponential is

positive. We assume that thie result can be interpreted as

a dominance of the process with the absorption of a phonon

quantum Wt at not too high temperatures. (The same conclusion

suggests also the factor cosh ((iSl ) In equation (53))*

The case with/} imaginary (51) represents a regime of a fr««

conduction which has not been considered here. (Evidently*

at {I m 0, there occurs a transition between the both regies.)

Finally, it is sad to see that the averaging procedure brought vith it such

enormous algebraic complications that again approximations had to "be

performed, although they were physically justified. Hence, the finesses

of the local picture could not fully manifest themselves in finite results.
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Captions for Illustratloas

Pig. 1. iJon-Bynuetrie doable potential 'barrier

Instanton-bounce

fig* 2, Classical loiutioa near a = eo i

Flg» 3. Sequence of Instant an "boancee
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